
Scott Snibbe is an interactive media artist, researcher, and entrepreneur. After  
studying computer science and fine arts at Brown University, Snibbe began his career  
as one of the developers of After Effects. Later, he began Snibbe Interactive,  
which specializes in creating interactive experiences that have been developed for  
museum exhibits, marketing, and entertainment. Snibbe Interactive designed  
the world’s first application album, Björk: Biophilia, which is also the first app to be  
adopted by New York’s Museum of Modern Art. Snibbe is currently the founder  
and CEO of his company, Eyegroove, a social music video startup.

In an interview with Bloomberg Businessweek in April 2015, Snibbe was asked how 
he came to work in app development. He reflected: 

Although Snibbe describes these programs as “useless,” many of Snibbe’s app- 
lications have been downloaded at the top-of-the-charts rates. Like Eyegroove, many 
of these programs foster creativity and self-expression. These apps reflect  
Snibbe’s mission: To bring meaning and joy to people’s lives. Snibbe explains in his  
artist statement, “My work is frequently interactive, requiring viewers to physically  
engage with diverse media that include mobile devices, digital projections, and  
electromechanical sculpture. By using interactivity, I hope to promote an under- 
standing of the world as interdependent; destroying the illusion that each of us, or  
any phenomenon, exists in isolation from the rest of reality.” Because of Snibbe’s  
worldview of interdependency, most of his work requires social interaction, or is  
incorporated into a public space. Some of these public areas have included 
museums and airports, or events like concerts or the Olympics. 

Snibbe often collaborates with musicians and filmmakers and other members of  
creative fields to advance his interactive platforms. This fact intrigued me, because  
it correlates with the same view of collaboration I’ve been discovering in my  
workplace. Each specialized craft is appreciated and utilized to fulfill the goal of a  
project as a whole. This means that an understanding about other creative fields  
and their vocabulary is very valuable as a designer. Therefore, any opportunity to take  
elective classes in these areas or work with someone experienced in a different  
craft should be taken advantage of. Snibbe clarifies in his artist statement, “Inter- 
action is by nature time-based, and my artistic process is rooted in my training  
in film and animation.” Snibbe’s experience as an animator influenced his work, even  
when the product or installation was not created digitally. The influence of  
Snibbe’s early experimentations in animation on his artistic process encouraged my 
interest in my video production class that I’m currently taking. Even if I don’t  
pursue a career in the field of video production, I now realize the value in under- 
standing the unique aspects of this craft’s process.

Overall, Scott Snibbe has developed a wide variety of interactive projects and 
programs: applications, digital art, educational and entertainment installations,  
as well as recognized and awarded research and publications. His experience in an  
assortment of crafts combined with his clarified worldview and mission allow  
Snibbe to create interactive work that the public wants to interact with. As a result,  
Snibbe’s projects and programs are successful according to his goals as an artist. 

“Well I was just waiting for apps my whole life but I didn’t  
quite realize it. I always had a lot of ideas for programs  
that weren’t necessarily useful. And then when the app  
store came along I didn’t have to convince anybody that  
it was worth distributing something that was useless,  
I could just distribute it myself, and low and behold millions  
of people started downloading these apps.”
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